
To begin, the numbered slats should flipped upwards; this is referred to as

the box being open. 

The aim of the game is for one player to close all the boxes (flipping them

down so they lay flat) with continuous dice throws. Flip down the slats so

they combine to equal the amount showed on the dice face. For example, if

you threw a 6 and a 3 on the die, this added together equals 9. Therefore,

the following combinations of slats could be closed 1 & 8, 2 & 7, 3 & 6, 5

&4. 

When as many slats are closed as possible, the remaining numbers are

read from left to right. For example, if the numbers 1, 4 and 6 were still

‘open’, it would combine to equal 146. The aim for the next player (or the

first player if playing alone!) is to score under 146.

An alternative way of using the remaining ‘open’ numbers is to add them

together. So, 1, 4 & 6 would equal 11. The next player’s objective is to score

under 11. 

How To Play Shut The Box



Golden Rules: 

-      A roll of the dice that shuts all boxes in one round

automatically wins.

-        When the last slat to be flipped down is 1 on it’s own,

only 1 dice should be used.

 

This game involves LOTS of addition and mental maths.

Therefore it is PERFECT for helping your kids to master

addition. It reinforces number relationships and number

bonds. Practice this further with the following activity. 

 

1+ ___ = 10

2+ ___ = 10

3+ ___ = 10

4+ ___ = 10

5+ ____ = 10

6+ ____ = 10

7+ ____ = 10

8+ ____ = 10

9+ ____ = 10



Use an array/drawing to show the above calculations.

For example: 

 


